Streamline-based methods can be used as effective post-processing tools for assessing flow patterns and well allocation factors in reservoir simulation. This type of diagnostic information can be useful for a number of applications, including visualization, model ranking, upscaling validation, and optimization of well placement or injection allocation. In this paper, we investigate finite-volume methods as an alternative to streamlines for obtaining flow diagnostic information. Given a computed flux field, we solve the stationary transport equations for tracer and time of flight by use of either single-point upstream (SPU) weighting or a truly multidimensional upstream (MDU) weighting scheme. We use tracer solutions to partition the reservoir into volumes associated with injector/producer pairs and to calculate fluxes (well allocation factors) associated with each volume. The heterogeneity of the reservoir is assessed with time of flight to construct flowcapacity/storage-capacity (F-vs.-U) diagrams that can be used to estimate sweep efficiency. We compare the results of our approach with streamline-based calculations for several numerical examples, and we demonstrate that finite-volume methods are a viable alternative. The primary advantages of finite-volume methods are the applicability to unstructured grids and the ease of implementation for general-purpose simulation formulations. The main disadvantage is numerical diffusion, but we show that a MDU weighting scheme is able to reduce these errors.
Introduction
Many applications require us to rank, compare, and validate reservoir models and production scenarios rapidly. Any full-featured multiphase reservoir simulator can be used for such purposes, but these time-dependent simulations can be too computationally intensive if the number of models is large or if the size of an individual model is large. For this reason, we are interested in flow diagnostic tools that can provide quantitative information on the basis of stationary (steady-state) flow. For a fixed flow field, we desire tools that can partition the reservoir model into swept (drained) regions associated with injectors (producers). In addition, we would like to compute volumes and fluxes (well allocation factors) associated with injector/producer pairs and provide a means of assessing the heterogeneity of models.
Many authors have shown that streamline-based simulation methods can access this type of diagnostic information. For example, Thiele and Batycky (2003) optimized injection-and production-well rates in waterflooding by use of a streamline-based approach for calculating fluxes between well pairs. In a more recent study, Batycky et al. (2008) showed how streamlines have application in flood surveillance on a pattern-by-pattern basis. Shook and Mitchell (2009) used streamline-based simulation to rank earth models on the basis of heterogeneity. They computed dynamic flow-capacity/storage-capacity (F-vs.-U) diagrams on the basis of steady-state flow and explained how the curves can be used to estimate sweep efficiency. These curves were used to calculate Lorenz coefficients, which provided a robust measure of heterogeneity. We find the use of the F-vs.-U curve a convenient way to assess heterogeneity, and we use the same strategy here but with different numerical methods.
Although we acknowledge the strengths of streamline-based flow diagnostics, we believe that it is worthwhile to consider alternatives. For nearly orthogonal structured grids, streamline-tracing algorithms are accurate and efficient. However, care is needed to handle the more-general corner-point grids used in practice. For example, special treatment is required to handle degenerate or highly distorted hexahedral cells, mismatched cells across faults, pinchouts, and local grid-refinement interfaces. Streamline tracing for grids composed of more general polyhedral cells is less efficient than in the structured case and continues to be an area of ongoing research. In addition, dual-permeability simulations and discrete fracture models (e.g., Moinfar et al. 2011) are not amenable to standard streamline-tracing algorithms.
The majority of simulators used in commercial applications are designed on the basis of finite-volume methods. Hence, the workflows that support these simulations are likewise designed to support finite-volume calculations. The architecture of nextgeneration finite-volume simulators has succeeded in achieving a high degree of generality (e.g., DeBaun et al. 2005; Zhou et al. 2011) . That is, many types of multiphase simulations can be performed using the same data structures, discretization schemes, and solvers. Our interest in finite-volume methods for flow diagnostic calculations stems from a desire for this same generality and widespread applicability. Ideally, flow diagnostic tools should be compatible with many model types (e.g., structured, unstructured, dual-permeability, discrete fracture), and they should require input parameters that are available within existing workflows and simulators. The robustness that comes from mass conservation also makes finite-volume methods attractive candidates for flow diagnostic tools.
Our approach is based on the work of Natvig et al. (2007) and Natvig and Lie (2008) , who developed fast solvers for stationary transport equations using discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finiteelement methods. Specifically, they used an optimal reordering of unknowns to compute fast solutions to the stationary tracer equation and the time-of-flight equation. In other studies, Eikemo et al. (2006) applied this same technique to discrete fracture systems, and Eikemo et al. (2009) further showed the generality of DG methods by considering unstructured triangular grids.
In this paper, we introduce finite-volume discretizations of the same stationary tracer and time-of-flight equations, and we extract diagnostic information on the basis of their solutions. Our simplest discretization is based on SPU weighting, which corresponds to the lowest-order DG scheme. We also investigate a truly MDU weighting scheme that is monotonic and reduces transverse numerical diffusion (Kozdon et al. 2009; Kozdon et al. 2011; Keilegavlen 2010) . The resulting discrete systems can be solved efficiently using the approach of Natvig et al. (2007) . Solutions to the stationary tracer equation are used to partition the reservoir into well regions and calculate fluxes for each injector/ producer pair. Solutions to forward and backward time-of-flight equations are used to calculate flow-capacity/flow-storage diagrams and Lorenz coefficients that have application in assessing heterogeneity.
Governing Equations
For simplicity, we will consider single-phase incompressible flow, which can be described by Darcy's law and mass conservation:
In Eq. 1, K is the permeability tensor, l is the fluid viscosity, p is the pressure, andṽ is the Darcy velocity. We use no-flow conditions at the reservoir boundaries, and for the purpose of flow diagnostics, we set l ¼ 1. The pressure equation is supplemented with well constraints that dictate the pressure or flow rates at all well locations. Pressure must be constrained in at least one location. The transport properties of the flow field can be observed by introducing a neutral tracer with concentration c into the injection wells. The tracer evolves according to
In Eq. 2, / is the porosity. For simplicity of notation, we have neglected the source and sink terms introduced by the wells, and we assume that the initial tracer concentration is zero throughout the domain. Eq. 2 reveals more about the flow field than can be observed by the solution of Eq. 1 alone. In particular, the evolution of a tracer gives an indication of how more complex multiphase displacements, such as waterfloods, may evolve under fixed well conditions. A simple tracer test for an injector is conducted by setting the concentration to unity in that well and to zero in all other injectors. The evolution of this tracer reveals the portion of the reservoir that is influenced by the injector. At late times, the tracer concentration will approach a steady-state solution that satisfies the stationary tracer equation:
This steady-state condition cannot generally be achieved in field experiments, but it has application in understanding reservoir models. In addition to identifying the region swept by an injector, the steady-state tracer concentration observed in producing wells indicates the fraction of the production that can be attributed to a particular injector. By repeating tracer tests for each injector, a model can be partitioned into swept volumes associated with injectors, and the production in each producer can be allocated to injectors. Reversing the direction of flow in a model allows for the determination of drained regions and injection allocation. While stationary tracer solutions determine the total volumes and total flow rates associated with injector/producer pairs, they give little indication of how flow and transport are influenced by the heterogeneity of permeability and porosity. Rather than returning to Eq. 2, we reintroduce time dependence through the time-offlight coordinate s(x), which denotes the time required for a neutral particle to arrive at the location x. This can be expressed as
where w and s denote the streamline and the arc length measured along the streamline, respectively. Streamline-based simulation methods exploit the operator identitỹ
to recast Eq. 2 as 1D transport along streamlines. [See Natvig et al. (2007) for additional discussion on operator identities.] Here, we apply this operator to the time-of-flight definition to derive the time-of-flight equation in Eulerian coordinates:
Comparison of Eq. 3 and Eq. 6 shows that both transport equations have the same general hyperbolic form,
where u is the unknown advected quantity (time of flight or tracer concentration) and b is a source term. We rewrite Eq. 7 in its conservative form,
which has a more-natural finite-volume discretization and a straightforward generalization to the case where r Áṽ 6 ¼ 0. Note that Eqs. 7 and 8 can be classified as boundary-value problems, and their solution does not depend on an initial condition.
Finite-Volume Discretization
In this section, we introduce the discrete form of the equations on a finite-volume grid composed of nonoverlapping polyhedral cells i ¼ 1; …;N C . Interfaces (faces) separating cells from one another or from the boundary are indexed by j ¼ 1; …;N F . We let the vector p denote the (scalar) pressure in each grid cell, and the vector q denotes the total flux through each face. The entry q j approximates the integral of the Darcy velocity over Face j. A finitevolume discretization of Eq. 1 can be described by a linear transmissibility operator T such that q ¼ Tp and an operator D that can be applied to q to compute the accumulation of the flux over grid cells. Letñ j be the normal vector for Face j. The entries of D are given by
D is uniquely defined for all finite-volume methods, given a grid and a convention for determining the directionality of the (unique) face normal vectors. We assume that the transmissibility operator T is sparse and has zero row sums. However, different methods can be used to determine fluxes that ensure consistency with Eq. 1. In the case of orthogonal grids with diagonal permeability tensors, the simplest and most common choice is to use a two-point flux expression in which the flux across a face is proportional to the difference in pressure between the two adjacent cells. That is,
T TP j > 0 is the two-point transmissibility coefficient that depends on the permeability and geometry of the cells sharing Face j. For details, see Aziz and Settari (1979) . For nonorthogonal grids and full-tensor permeability tensors, multipoint flux approximations are necessary (Aavatsmark et al. 1998; Edwards and Rogers 1998) . See Aavatsmark (2002) for an introduction. We assume no specific form for T so that our methods are compatible with all possible choices.
With the definitions given in the preceding, the discrete pressure equation is given by
This linear system is singular and must be augmented with well constraints to obtain a unique solution. For simplicity in this paper, we consider only pressure-controlled wells. This is a locally conservative discretization with discrete numerical fluxes q ¼ Tp.
The stationary tracer equation also has a locally conservative discretization based on approximation to the flux of the advected quantity through each face, In Eq. 12, the vector u approximates the average value of the advected quantity u in each cell. Q ¼ diag(q) is a diagonal matrix containing the fluxes q, and g represents the flux of u through each face. The operator A defines an interpolation of u from cells to faces. In this paper, we will consider two choices for A on the basis of SPU weighting and a truly MDU weighting scheme. The finite-volume approximation of Eq. 8 takes the form
where the right-hand-side vector r ¼ 0 for the stationary tracer equation. For the time-of-flight equation, r i is the pore volume of Cell i. Boundary conditions must be specified at the upstream flow inlet (injection wells). For the stationary tracer equation, we set the tracer concentration to unity for a well or wells of interest and to zero for other wells. When solving the time-of-flight equation, s is set to zero at the inlet.
To complete the specification of our discretization, we must define the interpolation operator A. Our methods, like those proposed by Natvig et al. (2007) , are based on upstream weightings, which are natural for hyperbolic problems because of the one-way flow of information. We will consider two first-order methods that are both monotonic. In fact, for both of these schemes, the matrix DQA is an M-matrix. Hence, the discrete solutions satisfy a discrete form of the maximum principle and are free of nonphysical oscillations.
SPU Weighting. SPU weighting is the simplest and most common transport discretization used in reservoir simulation. As the name suggests, when interpolating u to a face, all the weight is placed on the cell that is immediately upstream of the face. That is,
The SPU operator has minimal support and leads to a monotonic discretization.
MDU Weighting. Kozdon et al. (2009) demonstrated that truly MDU weighting schemes reduce transverse numerical-diffusion and grid-orientation effects relative to SPU. Here, we derive the interpolation operator A for a scheme that has minimal transverse numerical diffusion for uniform flow among all schemes that are monotonic.
The derivation of multidimensional schemes is more involved than dimensional schemes such as SPU. For simplicity, we consider only the 2D case. Let û be the face values of the advected quantity u. Rather than working with û directly, we split each face into half-faces, as shown by red line segments in Fig. 1 , and introduce the half-face quantities ū. Face values are defined as the average of the half-face values. That is, û 5 Hū where,
Interpolation of ū will be performed by considering interaction regions that are composed of four cells that share a common grid node, as shown in Fig. 1 . Each entry of ū corresponds to a unique face/node pair and can be indexed accordingly by a global index j for the interaction region, and a local index t that cycles in a counterclockwise fashion over all half-faces and cells in an interaction region. Similarly, we split the total flux for a Face j into half-face fluxes r j t ¼ 61=2q j , where the sign is chosen so that r j t > 0 indicates flow in the counterclockwise direction within interaction region j. These definitions also apply to the moregeneral grids in which N j t cells or half-faces are included in an interaction region.
Within each interaction region, the half-face unknowns can be expressed as a convex combination of the upstream cell value and the upstream half-face value, u
In Eq. 16, t 6 1 is defined cyclically on the set f1; 2; …; N j t g: Different choices of the parameter x j t result in different schemes. If we take x j t ¼ 0 for all half-faces, then we obtain SPU. For orthogonal grids, the optimal choice is to minimize transverse numerical diffusion by setting 
An extension to the case of nonorthogonal and unstructured grids is described by Keilegavlen (2010) . If we assemble all instances of Eq. 16, we obtain the matrix form
If the half-faces are ordered such that unknowns associated with the same interaction region appear consecutively, then R will have a block diagonal structure. Hence, the interpolation operator
is sparse and can be constructed efficiently. Kozdon et al. (2011) prove the monotonicity of this scheme for time-dependent problems. A straightforward extension of this proof is sufficient to show that when proper well conditions are applied, DQA MDU is an M-matrix. For 3D grids that are organized into layers of grid cells, MDU schemes can be applied independently to each layer, and SPU schemes can be used for faces separating layers. This combination of schemes will also be monotonic. The methods of Lamine and Edwards (2010) are similar to the MDU scheme presented here and presumably could also be used in this context. Numerical Solution Procedure. Both MDU and SPU schemes are purely upstream in the sense that face values of the unknowns depend exclusively on cells that are upstream of the face. For this reason, solutions to the discrete systems given by Eq. 13 can be computed efficiently by use of the strategy described by Natvig et al. (2007) . The idea behind their solver is to order the unknowns so that Eq. 13 takes a block triangular form that can be solved efficiently with a sparse direct solver. For a given flux vector q, the cells can be reordered in O(N c ) operations by use of a topological sort. Our flow diagnostics typically require that multiple stationary transport equations be solved for each q. In this case, the topological sort needs to be performed only once. In addition, solves involving a single well can be performed in OðN solving the stationary tracer equation for each well is only Oðn w avg N c Þ where n w avg is the average over the grid of the number of wells that influence a cell. For all the experiments in this paper, n w avg < 4 because most cells are influenced by only one injector and one producer. As a result, we are confident that linear (or very near-linear) complexity can be achieved even in cases with a large number of wells. See Natvig et al. (2007) and Natvig and Lie (2008) for additional details on computational efficiency.
Our Cþþ code has not yet been optimized or parallelized, but for our final example with eight wells and more than one million grid cells, the solution of tracer and time-of-flight equations (10 equations total) took an elapsed time of under 14 seconds by use of a laptop (Intel V R Core TM i7, 16GB RAM, running Windows
. Initial profiling suggests that this performance can be improved considerably even before parallelization, but we have deferred this development because the transport solves currently consume approximately 20% of the time required by the pressure solver [serial generalized minimal residual (GMRES) solver with algebraic multigrid preconditioning]. Hence, any improvement to the transport solver performance will have a negligible impact on our overall workflow.
Numerical Example: Solution of Tracer and Time-of-Flight Equations on the SPE-10 Top Layer. In this numerical example, we solve time-of-flight and stationary tracer equations on the top layer of the SPE-10 model with 60Â220Â1 Cartesian grid cells (Christie and Blunt 2001) . Two injectors and six producers that form a repeated five-spot pattern are considered. Fig. 2 shows the solution of the time-of-flight equation by use of both SPU and MDU weighting schemes. Fig. 3 shows the drained regions associated with producers P1, P4, and P5 in yellow and the drained regions of producers P2, P3, and P6 in blue. We solved the stationary tracer equation for each producer with the concentration at the producer set to unity and the direction of the velocity field reversed. As with the time-offlight equation, the solutions corresponding to both upwinding schemes are presented.
The figures show that the two upstream weighting schemes result in similar solutions for the equations except that the MDU weighting solutions are less smeared out. Overall, the visual differences in the two solutions are minor. However, later examples will show that an MDU weighting scheme can result in significantly fewer diffused solutions as compared with the solutions obtained by use of single-point upwinding.
Review of Streamline Methods for Flow Diagnostics
In the case of incompressible flow (or negligible pressure transients), each streamline provides a path from an injector to a producer. The fluxes and volumes of streamlines can be used to partition a model into regions associated with injector/producer pairs and to determine flux allocation. In addition, we use the approach of Shook and Mitchell (2009) to construct dynamic flowcapacity/storage-capacity diagrams (F-vs.-U diagrams). These diagrams have appeared in reservoir-engineering literature for decades (Schmalz and Rahme 1950; Lake 1989) . Originally, they were derived for noncommunicating layered reservoirs. However, the applicability of such diagrams can be generalized for heterogeneous media with a numerically computed flux field and streamlines. The Lorenz coefficient, defined as
measures the deviation of the F-vs.-U diagram from an idealized, piston-like displacement. Shook and Mitchell (2009) showed that streamline-based computation of Lorenz coefficients is a useful diagnostic for ranking earth models.
Assuming that we have a precomputed flux field (e.g., obtained from solution of the incompressible single-phase pressure equation), the streamline-based diagnostics require the following steps: 1. Trace a set of streamlines that covers the entire domain. For each streamline k, record the associated injector well, the associated producer well, and the total travel time s 3. Calculate the pore volume corresponding to each streamline from
4. Sum the streamline fluxes and volumes to obtain the total volume and flux for each injector/producer pair.
5. Order the streamlines according to the ascending total travel time (fast to slow).
Steps 5 through 7 can be performed for the entire model (by selecting all streamlines) or for individual injector/producer pairs (by selecting the appropriate set of streamlines).
6. The flow capacity and storage capacity are defined by
where N SL is the number of traced streamlines. 7. The Lorenz coefficient corresponding to the F-vs.-U diagram can be calculated numerically by use of the trapezoidal rule, as defined by
Finite-Volume-Based Flow Diagnostics on General Grids Our proposed methods for flow diagnostics are formed on the basis of solutions from the stationary tracer equation and time-offlight equation. The stationary tracer equation can be used to partition the reservoir into injector/producer pairs and to quantify the volumes and fluxes (allocation factors) associated with each injector/producer pair. Then, we use time-of-flight solutions to construct F-vs.-U diagrams and Lorenz coefficients. As in the streamline-based approach, we begin with a conservative, steady-state flux field from a displacement from injectors to producers (single-phase incompressible flow in our examples). Once we have a fixed flux field, we take the following steps: 2. Calculate the volume associated with each injector/producer pair,
where V GC k is the pore volume of cell k and V ij k is the pore volume of cell k associated with well pair (i, j). 
For incompressible flow, these two fluxes should have equal magnitude. Because our approximations of c i k and c j k satisfy local mass conservation, our numerical approximations q GC;ij in and q GC;ij out are consistent to within a tolerance determined by the residual of the discrete pressure equation. This equality can be recognized and proved using the fact that there is no flux across the boundary of the volume defined by the grid-cell property c ij k . Therefore, exact mass balance holds over this region as a result of the fact that it holds for each grid cell within the region, and the flux into this region is balanced by the flux out of the region. Allocation factors (injection or production) are determined by normalizing the flux associated with a well pair by the total flux of the well.
4. Solve the time-of-flight equation with the original fluxes to compute s inj k , the time when injected fluid arrives at grid cell k. Reverse the fluxes and solve for s prod k , the time it takes for fluid in cell k to arrive at a producer. The total travel time for cell k is given by
Note that in the finite-volume setting, the total travel time is a grid-cell property. However, this value can be viewed as an approximation to the average time of flight of the streamlines that pass through the grid cell.
The following steps can be used to construct an F-vs.-U diagram for each injector/producer pair. To construct a diagram for the entire model, simply sum over all pairs. This is equivalent to setting c ij k ¼ 1and dropping the well superscripts, as follows. 5. For each grid cell and well pair, compute the corresponding volumetric rate:
Note that the volumetric rate defined here is a property of grid cells; however, it can be viewed as an approximation to the volumetric rate associated with a streamline, a group of streamlines, or a streamtube that passes through the cell. This does not imply that there exists a streamtube with the same volume and shape as the grid cell. The implication is that there exists a streamtube that passes through the cell and shares the same volume and volumetric rate as that which has been defined for the grid cell.
6. Order the grid cells according to ascending total travel time and compute the corresponding flow and storage capacities using Eq. 22, applied to grid cells instead of streamlines. Finally, from the F-vs.-U diagram, calculate the Lorenz coefficient numerically.
Numerical Example: F-vs.-U Diagram for a Synthetic Quarter Five-Spot. In this example, we compute the F-vs.-U diagram for a quarter five-spot with an injector at the bottom left corner and a producer at the upper right corner. We generated the permeability field synthetically by creating low-permeability circles in an otherwise homogeneous medium (contrast of 10 -2 ). The grid resolution for this example is 101Â101Â1. The permeability field and the corresponding pressure field are shown in Fig. 4 . The time from injector, time to producer, and the total travel time are presented in Fig. 5 , using the dimensionless units of PVI. These solutions are obtained by use of SPU weighting. Despite the visible affects of numerical diffusion, the solutions still capture the details of the flow pattern quite well. Fig. 6 presents the F-vs.-U diagram obtained by use of the SPU weighting, MDU weighting, and a reference.
The reference solution, throughout this paper, is formed on the basis of an exhaustive streamline-tracing technique that avoids the complications associated with assigning streamline fluxes. By a strict definition, streamlines (as lines) do not have a volume or a flux. However, for streamline-based calculations, both a pore volume and flux can be assigned. In this way, a streamline approximates a streamtube. Ideally, the assigned volumes for all streamlines should sum to the pore volume of the grid, and the fluxes for all streamlines associated with a well should sum to the flux for that well. However, because streamline-based methods do not exactly honor mass conservation, these relationships do not hold exactly. Conventionally, streamlines are assigned fluxes by a numerical quadrature rule, and the pore volume of the streamline is back calculated from the corresponding flux and time of flight, as described previously. Our reference streamline solutions are designed to avoid the (often small) inconsistency in volume that can lead to inaccuracies in the resulting F-vs.-U curve, particularly for highly heterogeneous test cases.
To compute our reference solutions, we create a uniform subgrid within each grid cell and launch streamlines from the center of each subgrid cell. Pollock's method is used for tracing. We choose the pore volume of each streamline to be the volume of the subgrid cell. Hence, the total streamline volume matches exactly the total grid volume. We then calculate the streamline flux from the pore volume and time of flight using Eq. 21. This approach is computationally expensive because of the large number of streamlines required, but our numerical results indicate that it is very accurate. We refine the subgrid until we observe convergence.
Numerical Example: Convergence of the F-vs.-U Diagram and Lorenz Coefficient. Our method of computing the F-vs.-U diagram is based on the finite-volume solution of the time-offlight equation. In this subsection, we perform a sensitivity study to demonstrate that the F-vs.-U diagrams computed using the proposed method converge to the reference solution as we refine the grid. We consider a quarter-five-spot domain on a 20Â20 grid as the coarse model. The permeability field consists of random lowpermeability barriers, as shown in Fig. 7a . We consider contrasts of 10 -1 and 10 -2 between the barrier features and the background permeability. The porosity is constant. Our sensitivity study includes refining the grid such that the resolution is doubled in each direction. Every time we refine the grid, we solve the pressure equation on the new grid to compute the flux field. The flux field is then used with the time-of-flight equations to solve for the total travel time. Note that as we refine the grid, we use the same permeability distribution for all grid levels. Fig. 7b shows the contour plot of the time from injector obtained for the 10 -2 contrast domain by use of exhaustive streamline tracing on a 160Â160 grid. Fig. 8 presents the contours of the time from injector for the 20Â20, 40Â40, and 80Â80 grids on the 10 -2 contrast domain obtained by use of SPU weighting (the top row) and MDU weighting (the bottom row). The figures show that when we refine the grid, we obtain a higher resolution in the solution. For instance, the solution on the 80Â80 grid has almost captured the breakthrough of the finger in the reference solution, whereas the finger is far from breakthrough in the solution corresponding to the 20Â20 grid. Moreover, for a given grid resolution, the MDU scheme provides a more accurate solution. Fig. 9 shows the comparison between the F-vs.-U diagrams corresponding to grids with resolutions of 20Â20, 40Â40, 80Â80, and 160Â160, as well as the reference for the two permeability contrasts. These solutions are obtained by use of the SPU weighting scheme. The figures reveal that as we refine the grid in both cases, the F-vs.-U diagrams converge to the reference. Fig. 10 shows the results obtained using MDU weighting. The F-vs.-U diagrams obtained here are closer to the reference as compared with SPU weighting. Fig. 11 shows plots of Lorenz coefficient vs. number of grid cells for SPU weighting, MDU weighting, and the reference. The figures show that at any grid resolution, MDU weighting results in a more accurate Lorenz coefficient. Moreover, as we refine the grid, the Lorenz coefficients obtained from both SPU weighting and MDU weighting converge to the reference, corresponding to the grid resolution. As far as the convergence rate is concerned, both schemes converge slowly because the finite-volume method is only first order accurate. Faster convergence may be obtained with higher-order methods such as discontinuous Galerkin schemes. We note that this example, although synthetic, is a worst-case scenario. Natvig et al. (2007) showed that examples such as the one used here, in which the contrast in permeability is sharp, are the most challenging in capturing accurate time-of-flight solutions.
For cases where there is some regularity to the permeability distribution, our diagnostics will be more accurate.
Numerical Example: Flow Diagnostics for the Full SPE-10 Model. In the final numerical example, we provide flow diagnostics for the full SPE-10 model. We consider six peripheral producers and two central injectors. Stationary tracer solutions are used to partition the model into regions associated with injector/ producer pairs. We visualize these regions by plotting the isosurfaces, corresponding to concentration 0.5 for the well pair, using different colors for different pairs (see Fig. 12 ). Tracer solutions also enable calculation of fluxes between wells (well allocation factors), as shown in Fig. 12 . The flux allocations associated with well pairs are visualized in this diagram by connecting injectors (I1 and I2) on the left and with producers (P1 through P6) on the right. For each connection, line width is proportional to flow rate, and color corresponds to the partitioning shown in Fig. 12 . Comparing Figs. 12a and 12b reveals that a well-pair partition with a large volume does not necessarily have a large flux associated with it. For instance, pair I2/P6 has a reasonably large volume but a very small flux. Fig. 13 shows the time of flight measured from injectors. The color map is clipped at an upper bound of 1 PVI. On the basis of the total travel time, the F-vs.-U diagrams are computed for all injector/producer pairs. Fig. 13 also shows the curves corresponding to the well-pair partitions I1/P2, I1/P1, and I1/P4. The variation of injection allocation factors with depth is shown in Fig. 14 . Table 1 presents a summary of flow diagnostics for the SPE-10 model with the given well configuration. For each injector/producer pair, the pore volume, the corresponding flux, the injection and production allocation factors, and the Lorenz coefficient are given.
Summary and Conclusions
Our results indicate that finite-volume methods are a viable alternative to streamline-based calculations for computing flow diagnostics that rely on stationary transport equations. The primary limitations of our approach are assumption of steady-state conditions and the introduction of numerical diffusion. Our results show that although more expensive than SPU weighting, MDU weighting provides a significantly improved assessment of heterogeneity by reducing the numerical diffusion. The strength of our approach is applicability to general grids and simulation. We plan to use these techniques for a variety of applications, including model selection, model ranking, optimization, and assessment of upscaling errors. These use cases will motivate further developments and improvements. SL ¼ streamline SPU ¼ single-point upstream weighting j ¼ global index of interaction region ¼ local index cycling over half-faces and cells in an interaction region Subscripts i ¼ index used for the row or the column of a matrix or vector in ¼ entering (flux) into the region associated with the well pair j ¼ index used for the row or the column of a matrix or vector k ¼ index of a streamline or a grid cell out ¼ exiting (flux) the region associated with the well pair ups ¼ upstream Mohammad Shahvali is a PhD candidate at the Department of Energy Resources Engineering at Stanford University. His research interests include numerical modeling of subsurface flow and transport in heterogeneous porous media. He is currently working on nonlinear solvers with efficient coupling of flow and transport for multiphase flow. Shahvali holds BS degrees in electrical engineering and petroleum engineering, both from Sharif University of Technology and an MS degree in petroleum engineering from the University of Calgary.
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